
                    
(Handout for students) 

 
1) St. Severus Kirche (Church of St. Severus) 

Question: What can be found in a small room in the western part of the church? 

Answer:  

Your task here: Take a selfie which shows BOTH tips of the church’s towers. 

 

2) Electrical power supply cabinet No. 19 

Question: On your way to the ancient Roman Fort you will pass by an electrical power supply 

cabinet (No. 19) on which you will find a painting of a chair. What is the name of the famous 

craftsman who invented this type of chair? He was born in 1796 in Boppard. 

Answer: 

Your task here: Take a selfie on which you pose as if you are sitting on this chair taking a nap. 

 

3) Ancient Roman Fort 

Question: How many rounded half towers did the late Roman Fort “Boudobrica” consist of?  

Answer: 

Your task here: Take a selfie showing BOTH the Roman Fort and the Christuskirche  (Church 

Christus) in one picture. 

 

4) Christuskirche (Church Christus) 

Question: Right in front of the Christuskirche you will find a very special tree. Find out its name 

and the year it was planted. 

Answer:  

Your task here: Take the selfie showing the tree standing topsy-turvily. 

5) Binger Gasse alleyway 

Question: Here you will find something which, before the invention of the mobile phone, was used 

frequently in ENGLAND. What is it? 

Answer: 

Your task here: Pretend to be making a very important phone call there, and take a selfie of that. 

 

6) Rheinallee/Lilientor 

Question: In which year was Boppard flooded to its highest ever level? 

Answer: 

Your task here: Take a selfie while trying to touch one of the flood marks with the tip of your foot. 

Try to reach as high as you can. 

 

7) Karmeliterkirche church 

Question: What is the name of the statue located at the entrance of Karmeliter church? 

Answer: 

Your task here: Take a selfie letting the picture look as if you are touching the tip of the church 

tower with your fingertip. 

 

8) Schnuggelelsje 

Question: Find out what the “Schnuggelelsje” was well known for. 

Answer: 

Your task here: Give the “Schnuggelelsje” a kiss and frame this on your selfie. 


